
Dear Students , 

  There was an unprecedented crisis due to Covid pandemic.We were always there to assist 
you in academic and psychological matters.Online classes were conducted by your teachers 
and they also provided learning materials to you. WhatsApp groups of all departments for 
each batch were formed to update the information regarding admission,examination and 
several otherconcurrent issues ofrelevance during the pandemic.There are WhatsApp groups 
with QR code available with every faculty to share important information. 

                   We are pleased to inform you that each student of the College has his mentor 
assigned. So, if you have any issues now,please contactfirst your mentor teacher first.If  issue 
is not resolved for whatsoever reason, then you may come to the principal with an application 
containing all the details. 

Contact Period:10.30 a.m. to 3.00 p.m. strictly 

Commerce: Mrs.Shruti Tetarwey:  9934089236 

Mrs. Sunita Kumari : 9576713887 

 Arts-    Economics : Mrs.Anita Minj : 9334036071 

English :Dr. Vinita Kumari : 9934663456 

Geography :Dr. Jayashree: 7070995846  

Mrs. Prabha Kumari :8210301247 

History : Mrs. Sunita Ranjan Toppo- 9939024360 

Hindi :Dr.Usha Yadav -9430200072 

Mrs.Anita Ekka- 9430253576 

Home Science :Dr.BimlaPaul- 9798095224  

Dr.Kumari Mani -8002811974 

Sanskrit :Dr.RanjuKumari -9835668688 

Music :Dr.Ranjita -6200505697 

Psychology :Dr.Ayesha Bano- 9472973219 

Political science :Dr.Sangeeta-Vishwanath-9162192690 

Dr.Manju Kumari -6299690270 

Philosophy -Dr.Poonam Kumari-7091195333 

Sociology- Dr.Manju Kumari-91101137287 

Science :  Botany :Dr.Kiran Kumari - 9334790681 

Chemistry :Dr. Kumari Nimisha -9931037608 

                      Mathematics - Dr.Sabiha Ahsan -9631013467 

Physics :Dr.Ila – 6205928001 

Zoology :Mrs.Usha Paswan -9430512613 



2.3.3.1   

Circular pertaining to assigning mentors to mentees 

The role of mentor : 

 The mentors act as facilitators and motivators while the students acquire 
knowledge on their own initiatives in the areas of their interest. 

Mentors assign project to each student of their classes as per syllabus or related 
to their syllabus. It enhances their thought process and writing skill. 

  Students freely interact with their mentors and this two way teaching and 
learning strategy dispel the students passivity. 

Various programmes on environmental as well as social issues are organised by 
the mentors for improvement of students’ intellectual,social,spiritualand moral 
values at one hand and knowledge on the other. 

Mentors assure that both formal and non-formal teaching, counselling and 
guidance are made available to our students. 

Mentors arrange regular interactive sessions such as tutorial classes to resolve 
the challenges, if any, being faced by the students. 

  The objective is to groom our students into all round developed person with 
intellectual strength, emotional maturity, ethical values,simple 
lifestyle,selflessly helping attitude and reasoning ability having an independent 
thinking. 

 


